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Support Oppose

Supports in Part or Opposes in Part

State concisely whether you support or oppose the provision being submitted on, or wish to have amendments
made.

My submission is that:

Please give precise details for each provision.The more specific you can be the easier it will be for the Council
to understand the outcome you are seeking.

I seek the following decisions from Environment Canterbury:

When it comes to out side burn offs, below are few suggestons.

1. Complete all year round ban on out side burn offs for Rural and Life Style Blocks.

OR

2. Extend the ban on out side burn offs from Residential Properties to Life Style Blocks only, leaving
Rural Properties with some wriggle room.

NZ has one of the highest rates of Asthma in the developed world, and I beleive improving our
quality would help not just Asthmatics, but everyones Health and Wellbeing would benefit.  So in short I
favour an year round ban for everyone.

Having said that, rural people would probably kick a big stink. They have to make a living off their
land, and a fire may not have an imediate affect on any around them, or very few, as they have hundreds
of acres.
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So my prefered realistic option is to 'Extend the ban on out side burn offs from Residential Properties to
Life Style Blocks only, leaving Rural Properties with some wriggle room.'

With Life style properties greately increasing in number, and droping in their individual size, and with
more Life Style blocks becoming established, meaning they require more cutting and pruning, there
is an intensification of out side burn offs ocuring Life Style Blocks.  Something does need to be done
to clear the air on that front.  Another problem with Life Style blocks surrounding towns, is the residential
people have put up with breathing their smoke.  I would like to also suggest extending the No Burn
Offs within 200m of a Residential Zone, to No Burn Offs within 2km of a Residential Zone.

There is more that I could say or suggest, and am more than happy to help out where I can.

Kind Regards,

Matthew Green

ph. 347 4309

Air Shed

Which Air Shed does this submission relate to or
none

Choose one of the following three

Tick relevant topics
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Support Oppose

Supports in Part or Opposes in Part

State concisely whether you support or oppose the provision being submitted on, or wish to have amendments
made.

My submission is that: Oppose

Please give precise details for each provision.The more specific you can be the easier it will be for the Council
to understand the outcome you are seeking.

I seek the following decisions from Environment Canterbury:

When it comes to out side burn offs, below are few suggestons.

1. Complete all year round ban on out side burn offs for Rural and Life Style Blocks.

OR

2. Extend the ban on out side burn offs from Residential Properties to Life Style Blocks only, leaving
Rural Properties with some wriggle room.

NZ has one of the highest rates of Asthma in the developed world, and I beleive improving our
quality would help not just Asthmatics, but everyones Health and Wellbeing would benefit.  So in short I
favour an year round ban for everyone.

Having said that, rural people would probably kick a big stink. They have to make a living off their
land, and a fire may not have an imediate affect on any around them, or very few, as they have hundreds
of acres.
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So my prefered realistic option is to 'Extend the ban on out side burn offs from Residential Properties to
Life Style Blocks only, leaving Rural Properties with some wriggle room.'

With Life style properties greately increasing in number, and droping in their individual size, and with
more Life Style blocks becoming established, meaning they require more cutting and pruning, there
is an intensification of out side burn offs ocuring Life Style Blocks.  Something does need to be done
to clear the air on that front.  Another problem with Life Style blocks surrounding towns, is the residential
people have put up with breathing their smoke.  I would like to also suggest extending the No Burn
Offs within 200m of a Residential Zone, to No Burn Offs within 2km of a Residential Zone.

There is more that I could say or suggest, and am more than happy to help out where I can.

Kind Regards,

Matthew Green

ph. 347 4309

Please summarise decision requested

Planner - Summary of Decision Requested

Insert the following rule:

1. Complete all year round ban on outdoor burning for rural and lifestyle blocks.

Or provide the following appropriate alternative relief relating to outdoor burning:

2. Extend the ban on outdoor burning from residential properties to lifestyle blocks only, and allow rural
zoned properties to outdoor burn.

Air Shed

Which Air Shed does this submission relate to or
none

Not Air Shed Related

Choose one of the following three Recommend Accept in Part

Tick relevant topics
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Support Oppose

Supports in Part or Opposes in Part

State concisely whether you support or oppose the provision being submitted on, or wish to have amendments
made.

My submission is that: Oppose

Please give precise details for each provision.The more specific you can be the easier it will be for the Council
to understand the outcome you are seeking.

I seek the following decisions from Environment Canterbury:

When it comes to out side burn offs, below are few suggestons.

1. Complete all year round ban on out side burn offs for Rural and Life Style Blocks.

OR

2. Extend the ban on out side burn offs from Residential Properties to Life Style Blocks only, leaving
Rural Properties with some wriggle room.

NZ has one of the highest rates of Asthma in the developed world, and I beleive improving our
quality would help not just Asthmatics, but everyones Health and Wellbeing would benefit.  So in short I
favour an year round ban for everyone.

Having said that, rural people would probably kick a big stink. They have to make a living off their
land, and a fire may not have an imediate affect on any around them, or very few, as they have hundreds
of acres.
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So my prefered realistic option is to 'Extend the ban on out side burn offs from Residential Properties to
Life Style Blocks only, leaving Rural Properties with some wriggle room.'

With Life style properties greately increasing in number, and droping in their individual size, and with
more Life Style blocks becoming established, meaning they require more cutting and pruning, there
is an intensification of out side burn offs ocuring Life Style Blocks.  Something does need to be done
to clear the air on that front.  Another problem with Life Style blocks surrounding towns, is the residential
people have put up with breathing their smoke.  I would like to also suggest extending the No Burn
Offs within 200m of a Residential Zone, to No Burn Offs within 2km of a Residential Zone.

There is more that I could say or suggest, and am more than happy to help out where I can.

Kind Regards,

Matthew Green

ph. 347 4309

Please summarise decision requested

Planner - Summary of Decision Requested

Amend Crop Residue Burning Buffer Zones to require no burning within 2 kilometres of a residential
zone.

Air Shed

Which Air Shed does this submission relate to or
none

Not Air Shed Related

Choose one of the following three Recommend Accept in Part

Tick relevant topics
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